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HA225-7UA
Latch Assembly

OEM Hartwell #: HA225-7

Installs on:
Overhead Stowage
Bin Door Assembly

B737-600, 700, 700C, 800, 900 SERIES
B757-200, 300 SERIES

The LATCH ASSEMBLY serves as the pull handle and locking device for the door assembly of the overhead stowage bin. The locking mechanism is a single point, hook type latch with a torsion spring for return action for the handle. The hook engages to a keeper or strike type hardware on the inside of the bin. The handle actuates the locking mechanism and the torsion spring returns the handle back to the original position. The handle also has red colored flagging on each end that provides a visual indication that the latch is open.

HA225-9UA
Lockable Latch Assembly

OEM Hartwell #: HA225-9
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131728-1UA
Latch Bezel
OEM Hartwell #: 131728-1

The BEZEL is an injection molded polycarbonate part that mounts to the housing of the latch on the door of the overhead stowage bin. The BEZEL acts as a cover for the latch and complements the aesthetics of the bin door.

Installs on:
Overhead Stowage
Bin Door Assembly

B737-600, 700, 700C, 800, 900 SERIES
B757-200, 300 SERIES
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